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Seed ThaT BegaT Telecom Valley
As last bit of his first startup
closes, industry pioneer Green
sees new wave on horizon
By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEM O C RAT

What remains of the first
startup in Telecom Valley is
closing its doors today, ending a
chapter in the story of a shrunken telecommunications sector
that once employed thousands
of workers and brought billions

of dollars to Sonoma County.
The Alcatel-Lucent facility in
southeast Petaluma is a shadow
of what it was at the start of the
millennium. But the business,
now with fewer than 20 full-time
workers, can stake a claim to
being the seed from which an
entire industry sprang to life
in Sonoma County, numbering
more than 30 telecommunications companies at its peak.
“It was the fountainhead of all
that stuff,” said David Ehreth, a
former executive at the Petaluma business when it started

nearly three decades ago as Optilink Corp.
All the current AlcatelLucent workers in Petaluma
will keep their jobs and work
from home, as most already are
doing, said a spokesman for the
French-based company. They
include employees doing engineering, technical support and
sales.
“The majority of the people
that worked there were already
working from home. It just became less and less necessary

Optilink
founder Don
Green leans
on a prototype
of a device
that converted
wire signals
(voice, data,
video) to
multiplexed
fiber-optic
signals in 1988.
The Press Democrat archives
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As recreational activity grows in popularity, Windsor and other cities with
skateboard parks face dilemma on how to safely accommodate riders

Scuffle over scooters

US looks
at more
bases
in Iraq
Obama’s effort to stem
Islamic State would involve
additional US advisers
By PETER BAKER
and HELENE COOPER
N EW YO R K T I M ES

CHRISTOPHER CHUNG / The Press Democrat

FLIPPING OVER SCOOTERS: Wyatt Fields performs a trick on his scooter Wednesday at the Carson Warner Memorial Skate Park in Healdsburg. Fields lives in
Windsor, but he travels to the Healdsburg skate park because Windsor’s facility does not allow scooters.
By CLARK MASON
TH E P RE S S D E MO C RAT

T

he increasingly popular kick
scooter is becoming the skateboard
of the new millennium, the favored
wheeled, recreational device for performing stunts and jumps that can amaze
spectators and provide a fun outlet for
adolescent energy.
But finding a place to practice those
scooter moves — the freestyle back-flips,
rotations, tail whips and handle-bar spins
— is not always easy, as cities grapple
with how to accommodate the fad.
Windsor is the latest municipality to

wrestle with the dilemma of whether to
allow scooters in its skateboard park. It
has banned them, creating a backlash
from scooter parents and their kids.
The town recently cracked down on
scooters, reinforcing a prohibition against
them at the skateboard park, citing liability concerns and design limitations of the
facility off South Brooks Road, which was
not intended for scooters or bikes.
Scooter aficionados are urging the town
to either change its policy to allow them
in the skateboard park or help build a
new facility for kick scooters, which have
evolved in strength and design, with cusTURN TO SCOOTERS, PAGE A4

“I’m really sad
our park isn’t open
to the scooters
and we’re having
to drive them all over
the place.”
ERIN BUCHANAN,
Windsor resident whose
two 12-year-old sons are
scooter enthusiasts

WASHINGTON — President
Barack Obama is open to expanding the American military
footprint in Iraq with a network
of bases and possibly hundreds
of additional troops to support
Iraqi security forces in their
fight against the Islamic State,
White
House
officials
said
Thursday.
As
Iraqi
forces struggle
on the battlefield, aides said
Obama would
consider establishing a series Barack
of
outposts Obama
where U.S. advisers
would
work with Iraqi troops and local
tribesmen. The bases would be
run by Iraqis, and Americans
would still not engage in ground
combat, but they would play a
more active role closer to the
front lines.
White House officials stressed
that no proposal has been presented to Obama and added that
they anticipated no decision
in the next few weeks. But the
prospect of further escalation
came a day after the administration announced the opening of a
new base in Anbar province, an
Islamic State stronghold, with
an additional 450 U.S. troops,
bringing the total in Iraq to 3,550
— the size of a typical Army brigade.
Administration officials said
they would evaluate whether
that new Anbar base makes a
difference in coordinating the
war effort and, if it does, would
TURN TO IRAQ, PAGE A5

Paris soothes heartbroken on bridge locks
By ROSLYN SULCAS
NEW YORK T I ME S

PARIS — After Paris removed hundreds of thousands of locks affixed to
the iron grillwork on the Pont des Arts
last week, the romantics online were
in mourning.
“This is so sad,” one wrote, amid the
thousands of Twitter posts, Facebook
messages and photographs across social media that have been posted in
the past week lamenting the dismantling of the grillwork.
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“That was on my bucket list,” another said.
Others, picking up on a phrase in a
Newsweek article, pronounced, “Better to have loved and locked than to
have never locked at all.” (Also, sardonically, “They’re worried the bridge
will collapse from the weight of failed
relationships,” Bette Midler wrote on
Twitter.)
The outcry left Paris a bit befuddled, especially because the city had
announced last year that the ritual
had to end. The weight of the locks
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was a safety hazard and posed a threat
to the integrity of the walkway, which
dates to 1801 and was rebuilt in the
early 1980s. City officials had been
asking people for months to find other
ways to express their love.
It now appears that there is so much
emotional weight attached to the locks
that the city is trying to assure the
brokenhearted that it will find alternatives to the gesture — and it is hearing no shortage of suggestions about
what could take the locks’ place.
TURN TO PARIS, PAGE A4

SHAMING WATER WASTERS: Activists in Los
Angeles use technology to expose and report
scofflaws who won’t shut off sprinklers / A3

GUIA BESANA / New York Times

Locks hang Tuesday on a bridge over the Canal
St.-Martin in Paris. The city has removed thousands
of locks attached to the Pont des Arts.
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